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The International Dictionary of Artificial IntelligenceAMACOM, 2000
THE INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF ARTIFICIAL  INTELLIGENCE
Anticipating the needs of professionals and  researchers alike, this Dictionary is the first up-to-date reference  volume on a discipline of ever-growing importance.  Artificial  intelligence is rapidly becoming the foundation discipline for  thousands of new applications and will have...
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Oracle Business Intelligence: The Condensed Guide to Analysis and ReportingPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a quick guide to getting started with Oracle Business Intelligence SE platform that will answer common business questions and help you make quick business decisions. The examples in this book will help you prepare the database for analysis and create business reports in no time. If you are an business analyst, a report builder, a...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2010 International Workshops and Education TrackSpringer, 2012

	Business process management (BPM) is an established research domain for computer
	science, information systems, and management scholars. The record number
	and wide scope of submissions to the eighth installation of the International
	Conference on Business Process Management was an indication of the vibrancy
	of the area and the varied...
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Reinforcement Learning: With Open AI, TensorFlow and Keras Using PythonApress, 2017

	
		
			Master reinforcement learning, a popular area of machine learning, starting with the basics: discover how agents and the environment evolve and then gain a clear picture of how they are inter-related. You’ll then work with theories related to reinforcement learning and see the concepts that build up the reinforcement...
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Modern Analysis of Customer Surveys: with Applications using RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Customer survey studies deals with customers, consumers and user satisfaction from a product or service. In practice, many of the customer surveys conducted by business and industry are analyzed in a very simple way, without using models or statistical methods. Typical reports include descriptive statistics and basic graphical displays. As...
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Telecosmos: The Next Great Telecom RevolutionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An insider's guide to the exciting future of telecommunications
The last great telecommunications revolution brought us fiber optics, mobile phones, videoconferencing, and a host of other innovations that improved life and business and connected individuals in ways never imagined.  Now emerging technologies such as Voice over Internet Protocol...
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The Coming Robot Revolution: Expectations and Fears About Emerging Intelligent, Humanlike MachinesSpringer, 2009

	Making a robot that looks and behaves like a human being has been the subject of many
	popular science fiction movies and books. Although the development of such a robot
	faces many challenges, the making of a virtual human has long been potentially possible.
	With recent advances in various key technologies related to hardware and...
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Mining and Control of Network Traffic by Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	As other complex systems in social and natural sciences as well as in engineering, the Internet is hard to understand from a technical point of view. Packet switched networks defy analytical modeling. The Internet is an outstanding and challenging case because of its fast development, unparalleled heterogeneity and the inherent lack of...
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Artificial Intelligence for Robotics: Build intelligent robots that perform human tasks using AI techniquesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring a new degree of interconnectivity to your world by building your own intelligent robots

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage fundamentals of AI and robotics
	
			Work through use cases to implement various machine learning algorithms
	
			Explore Natural Language Processing...
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Visual Data Mining: The VisMiner ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A visual approach to data mining.


	Data mining has been defined as the search for useful and previously unknown patterns in large datasets, yet when faced with the task of mining a large dataset, it is not always obvious where to start and how to proceed. 


	This book introduces a visual methodology for data...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 with HadoopPackt Publishing, 2013

	With the explosion of data, the open source Apache Hadoop ecosystem is gaining traction, thanks to its huge ecosystem that has arisen around the core functionalities of its distributed file system (HDFS) and Map Reduce. As of today, being able to have SQL Server talking to Hadoop has become increasingly important because the two are indeed...
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The Information Diet: A Case for Conscious ConsumptionO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The modern human animal spends upwards of 11 hours out of every 24 in a state of constant consumption. Not eating, but gorging on information ceaselessly spewed from the screens and speakers we hold dear. Just as we have grown morbidly obese on sugar, fat, and flour—so, too, have we become gluttons for texts, instant...
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